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About This Game

Open world survival meets fantasy role-playing game is the idea behind Harsh. You start with nothing and must gather resources
to craft, fight enemies and gather treasure to help you stay alive. Choose to learn spells or focus on your physical traits to help
you overcome both monsters and intelligent factions who react differently based on your actions and may even choose to raid

your home base if you anger them enough. Explore the open world or go on a dungeon crawl, the choice is up to you.
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Title: Harsh
Genre: RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Harsh Reality Productions LLC
Publisher:
Harsh Reality
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7sp1

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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It's like the movie "Snakes on a Plane". Theres no real story or plot here, just delivers what it promises. Zombies in a paking
garage. 10\\10 for truth in advertising. It's mindless fun as well.. It's a 2 button sidescrollling shooter.

Z= Fire,
X= Fly. (up)

If you think of flappy-bird, it's not too dissimilar [in theory] from that control scheme. EXCEPT that all the airfraft feel too
damn heavy and unresponsive, and if they go above the top of the screen, they start floating up there and you never know when
they are gonna come down into line of sight again.

Checkpoints drop you in on spots that basically, you can't avoid the rocks. I'm not kidding about the drop-in, and you can't get
height before you hit that rock they dropped you in on top of. Bucket of Fail.

It's a pity, because it's actually quite a nice looking little game. Sound is meh, but serviceable.

I'd almost give it a positive, if the devs would only revisit the physics and make the aircraft more responsive. \/ feel lighter.. i
didnt get the dlc :(. this is by far the worst pankiller ever made. it is buggy and glitchy like hell. The guy that made it just didn't
have enough experience making levels interesting and fluent.. The DLC is good for the parts, they fit nicely with the stock parts,
especially the revamped parts in recent updates, however the Mission Builder isn't easy to use. Buy it if it's on sale, however it
may not be worth the full price if you only want the parts.
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somewhat ok game but when you hit the end there is the greatest\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665puzzle (chemical
puzzle) of them all.

I just quit there after about 50 retries because i can\u00b4t stand the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls with the
complete waste of time until you can retry.

You really want to sell this to kids? You must be the greatest moron dev that walks the earth. If this game pisses me off that
hard how much chance does a kid have?

Don\u00b4t buy this pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Never before have so many scary monsters been
assembled into one video game. So many unity assets compiled to send you into a world of terror!

My character was so scared he even ran out of the level multiple times!

A+ NEVER PLAY AGAIN. Best VR experience I have had, super easy to meet new friends who you can speak to and play
games with for hours!

EDIT: Making custom avatars is super fun, if you are able to deal with the price of major depression trying to get them to work
this game is made for you <3. No replay value and no decision making. Pretty much everything you do is inconsequential, to the
point that the game feels like an extended tutorial for an actual game. More of a slightly interactive experience than a game.

It's really only a 90 minute experience or so, so as far as value proposition goes, there are far better options available, but at the
end of the day, if you're someone who invested into a full VR setup, it's an experience that's worth the $10 or whatever. At the
end of the day, I do reccomend it. The graphics are among the best I've seen, you get a variety of controls, and the story is
enough to keep your interest for the time it takes to get through it.

Iff the developers add a reasonable amount of content to the base setup work they've done, they could have a AAA hit, it's that
well done.. Absolutely wortlhless,

Broadcaster edition DOESN'T WORK when using a dj CONTROLLER.
might aswell use winamp for free.
They should be ashamed for asking money,
steam should inform their customers better about the programs' features on the
store page.. Not bad value for money, despite being a copy of the Riviera Castle class base model and sounds, the cab now has
new features and is more advanced. Would recommend if you don't have the original Castle pack.. I can take only 0 minutes of
this BS.
I was expecting some spectating and lazy travelling. Instead the first thing I got was SHOOTING GIANT
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ROBOTS AND DRONES! Really? and it's not even well done. Ok, maybe I've bought an
arcade shooter to show off VR graphics? Whatever, let's see how it'll go.
Oh, no. We're through 3 cutscenes that lasts for like 40 minutes. Devs have no clue how spinning gravity generators work, and
you're standing on a roof with constantly changing lightning, while it should be static. Lazy team members act like 12 years olds
who have no idea how fast you speak in real life. Interraction with the globe is unintuitive.
Then you have that blue corridor explaning that Fobos collided Mars. Ok, but let me skip this crap please! It's another 10
minutes of watching!
Now we're in a cockpit. Totally stupid and lazy conversations. Very bad made interraction with cockpit elements. And 2 reply
options - one lie, another is truth with third "let me check again" option that restarts the last conversation. Wtf?
I can't sit through this any longer. It's BORING! I'd like my refund, but I bought this in advance for my vacation. So no refund
for you, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!. Great game!

But can someone help me? I'm at the part when i need to get the washcloths from everybodys froom so Icis can smell them. But
for some reason the maid duties are broken or something. all the washcloths despawned and I restarted the game and everything
I can think of. I need those wash cloths!!
Please someone help me!!!!. Love this game. Lost for 250 hours there
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